Boardwalks cross over a new constructed wetland that provides increased biodiversity and habitat for native species.

New public washroom and stage/open sided pavilion featuring carved First Nations elements features prominently in the center of the park.

New plaza provides formal ceremony space for the relocated cenotaph and other historic monuments.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the entry to the new memorial plaza.

New 0.6M (2') high promenade on seawall protects the park from sea level rise and storm events and creates a multi-use space for festivals and markets.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Playground featuring a mixture of play structures and natural playing components such as boulders, logs, and vegetation, and connects to the boardwalks that cross the constructed wetland.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Stairs and ramps at key points ensure that the promenade seawall remains an accessible space for all users.

Stepped walls line the inner edge of the promenade on seawall, creating seating opportunities for festivals and markets.

Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface provides space for market stalls.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Stairs and ramps at key points ensure that the promenade seawall remains an accessible space for all users.

Primary park entrance. Entrances marked by native plant gardens and welcome poles.

3 x 3M (10 x 10') market stall (Total Market Stalls: 97)

New park tree

Retained deciduous tree.
Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Ribbons of native planting overlap through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Centralized market space.

Ribs of native planting swirl through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.

Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Ribbons of native planting overlap through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Centralized market space.

Ribs of native planting swirl through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.

Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Ribbons of native planting overlap through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Centralized market space.

Ribs of native planting swirl through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.

Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Ribbons of native planting overlap through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Centralized market space.

Ribs of native planting swirl through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.

Existing promenade removed and park greenspace expanded to edge of municipal sidewalk.

Ribbons of native planting overlap through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Existing parking stalls retained.

Expanded hard surface plaza creates a multi-use space that supports a variety of recreational activities as well as a centralized market space. Decorative concrete bands and patterns cut through the space, denoting pedestrian paths and gathering nodes.

Centralized market space.

Ribs of native planting swirl through the park, connecting and framing the spaces.

Expanded boardwalk creates a functional connecting path along the waterfront.

Pedestrian pathways connect the expanded plaza area to the new cenotaph plaza and playground.

Placque engravings commemorate the rich history of the site.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Expanded bathroom facility.

Cenotaph is centered in a new plaza and formally framed by native &/or adaptive species vegetation.

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the path leading to the new cenotaph plaza.
Playground featuring a mixture of play structures and natural playing components such as boulders, logs, and vegetation. Note large trees potentially retained.

Harbour seawalk lines the expanded boardwalk and features a seating node near the playground.

Public stage structure featuring carved First Nations elements features prominently in the center of the park.

Open lawn area provides space for a variety of recreational activities as well as seating for markets, festivals and concerts.

Native plant gardens frame the open lawn area

Expanded park plaza areas are framed by vegetation

New bosque of trees adds structure to the expanded plaza area

New main park plaza emphasizes the central axis of the site and provides space for market stalls

Relocated memorial cherry trees frame the new cenotaph axis

Relocated cenotaph is centered along a new axis and framed by vegetation, creating a peaceful space for ceremonies and contemplation

Expanded bathroom facility

IN PROGRESS

Primary park entrance. Entrances marked by native plant gardens and welcome poles

3 x 3M (10 x 10') market stall (Total Market Stalls: 91)

New main entrance

Retained deciduous tree

Retained coniferous tree
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